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Notes:
- Double-space all citations; examples are single-spaced to conserve space. If a citation runs more than one line, indent the following line(s) one-half inch from the left margin. 5.3.2
- Arrange the list of references you used in alphabetical order by the last name of the references’ authors. (5.3.3) In MLA format, this list appears on a separate page and is titled Works Cited.
- The print periodicals (paper format) listed below can be found in the College Library; you may want to compare the actual article with its citation.
- Notes and examples include the applicable chapter and section numbers of the MLA Handbook. (e.g., 5.6.1 = Chapter 5, section 6, item 1)

IF YOUR ARTICLE IS IN PRINT (PAPER) FORMAT:

Magazine Articles: 5.4.6; 5.4.7 for format of book review
Author(s), if known. “Title of Article.” Magazine Title Date: Start-End Pages. Print.


Newspaper Articles: 5.4.5
Author(s), if known. “Title of Article.” Newspaper Title Date, edition: Page number(s). Print.


Journal Articles: 5.4.2


Articles in Well-Known Reference Books: 5.5.7
If your article appears in a familiar encyclopedia, dictionary, or other reference work, the citation is simplified as follows.


Articles in Specialized Reference Works: 5.5.7
Author(s), if known. “Title of Article.” Title of Reference Work. Editor(s). edition. Volume. City of Publication: Publisher, Year Published. Print. (Omit page numbers for the article if the reference work is arranged alphabetically.)


Articles or Chapters Within an Anthology: 5.5.6
Author(s), if known. “Title of Article.” Translator, if relevant. Title of Anthology. Editor, Translator, or Compiler of Anthology. City of Publication: Publisher, Year Published. Page numbers of the cited article or chapter. Print.


For previously published general (non-scholarly) articles within an anthology, place the original year of publication immediately after the title of the article. 5.5.6 (p. 158)


For previously published scholarly articles within an anthology, include the original publication information only if the article has been reprinted in (Rpt. in) the anthology exactly as it appeared in the original. 5.5.6 (p. 159)


IF YOUR ARTICLE IS ONLINE:

Notes:
- URLs are an optional part of the citation. Include a URL “as supplementary information only when the reader probably cannot locate the source without it or when your instructor requires it.” Add the URL at the end of the citation in angle brackets, followed by a period. See 5.6.1 (p. 182) for more information.
- Online databases often contain articles or book chapters that have previously appeared in print. In general, follow the guidelines above for citations for print articles, then add: *Title of Online Database*. Web. Date accessed.

Magazine Articles from the Library’s Online Databases: 5.6.4
Author(s), if known. “Title of Article.” *Magazine Title* Date: Start-End Pages, if available. *Title of Online Database*. Web. Date accessed.


**Newspaper Articles from the Library’s Online Databases: 5.6.4, 5.4.12**

Author(s), if known. “Title of Article.” *Newspaper Title* Date, edition: Section and page number(s). *Title of Online Database*. Web. Date accessed.


**Journal Articles from the Library’s Online Databases: 5.4.7 for book review**


**Articles or Chapters from Books Found in the Library’s Online Databases: 5.5.6, 5.5.7, 5.6.4**

Author(s), if known. “Title of Article or Chapter.” *Title of Book*. Editor, if known. edition. Volume. City of Publication: Publisher, Year of Publication. Pages. *Title of Online Database or Web Site*. Web. Date accessed.

(Note simplified format below for familiar encyclopedias and dictionaries. Omit page numbers for the article if the reference work is arranged alphabetically.)


For **general (non-scholarly) articles within an anthology that have been previously published in print**, place the original year of publication immediately after the title of the article. 5.5.6 (p. 158)

- The same holds true for scholarly articles within an anthology that have been modified or adapted from their original form. Publication information for the original source is not necessary.
- Use the format for general articles within an anthology. Add the *Title of the Online Database*. Web. Date accessed.


For **scholarly articles within an anthology that have been previously published in print**, you do not need the original publication information unless the article has been reprinted in (Rpt. in) the anthology exactly as it appeared in the original. 5.5.6 (p. 159)


**General (Non-Scholarly) Online Articles:** This section refers to general articles found on the Web. 5.6.2

**Author(s), if known. “Title of Article.” Title of the Web Site. Version or edition. Publisher or Sponsor of the site, Date of Publication or Last Update. Web. Date Accessed.**


**Scholarly Articles in Web Journals or Web Databases**: Scholarly articles may be found in scholarly journals available either primarily or exclusively on the Web. Others are available in Web databases, e.g., Google Scholar, which contain the full text of the original print articles. 5.6.3, 5.6.4

In general, follow the format for print scholarly articles. Add the Title of the Web Site. Web. Date Accessed.


**Pamphlets, Brochures and Press Releases in an Online Database That Are Also Available in Print**: 5.5.19, 5.6.2.c

- In general, treat pamphlets and brochures as books. Press releases, however, require the complete date and not just the year of publication.
- Add the following elements: Title of the Online Database. Web. Date accessed. <URL if needed>.
